Wilms' tumor protein 1 (WT1) peptide vaccination in AML patients: predominant TCR CDR3β sequence associated with remission in one patient is detectable in other vaccinated patients.
Clinically effective T-cell responses can be elicited by single peptide vaccination with Wilms' tumor 1 (WT1) epitope 126-134 in patients with acute myeloid leukemia (AML). We recently showed that a predominant T-cell receptor (TCR) β chain was associated with vaccine-induced complete remission in an AML patient (patient 1). In this study, we address the question of whether this predominant clone or the accompanying Vβ11 restriction could be found in other AML patients vaccinated with the same WT1 peptide. For assessment of Vβ usage, cytotoxic T lymphocytes (CTLs) from four vaccinated patients were divided into specific and non-specific by epitope-specific enrichment. Vβ families were quantified in both fractions using reverse transcribed quantitative PCR. Vβ11-positive 'complementary determining region 3' (CDR3) sequences were amplified from these samples, from bone marrow samples of 17 other vaccination patients, and from peripheral blood of six healthy controls, cloned and sequenced. We observed a clear bias towards Vβ11 usage of the WT1-specific CTL populations in all four patients. The predominant CDR3β amino acid (AA) sequence of patient 1 was detected in two other patients. CDR3β loops with closely related AA sequences were only found in patient 1. There were no CDR3β AA sequences with side chains of identical chemical properties detected in any patient. We provide the first data addressing TCR Vβ chain usage in WT1-specific T-cell populations after HLA A*0201-restricted single peptide vaccination. We demonstrate both shared Vβ restriction and the sharing of a TCR β transcript with proven clinical impact in one patient.